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Fellow xoopsers,
i'm really glad to announce that two of the most used and appreciated WYSIWYG editor
modules are now merged into one big project.
I'm referring to frankblack's "Inbetween" and "TinyEditor" whose development was currently
stopped.
The project will keep the name of "TinyEditor" but will bring all the features that frankblack
developed for Inbetween plus additional work that will be done in the next weeks.
The module is hosted at Xoops Dev Forge and you're all invited to stay tuned since the first
release (1.0) will be published very soon.
Frankblack is the new project admin.
Feel free to report your ideas, features request etc using the tracker to make developers' life
easier and development faster.
I hope you appreciate our decision and contribute to TinyEditor's development.

Nice xoopsing, ralf57 & frankblack

http://dev.xoops.org/modules/xfmod/project/showfiles.php?group_id=1197
http://dev.xoops.org/modules/xfmod/tracker/?group_id=1197
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